Manuscript Checklist: SURF

The JAOA’s SURF section seeks to engage Students, Residents, and Fellows in scholarly publications. Manuscripts published in this section should be written by trainees and provide their unique perspectives.

☐ Submissions in this category can include:
  ☐ Research-based submissions should be structured as original contributions but may be more narrative and less data driven than original contributions. These types of studies should be limited to 2000 words with no more than 2 tables or figures and 20 references.
  ☐ Non–research-based SURF submissions should follow the submission guidelines for each of the manuscript types as noted previously.
  ☐ Other SURF submissions that do not fit under current JAOA sections are also welcome; these submissions will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.
  ☐ Submissions in this category do not require CME questions or trainers.